ACSI: Customer Satisfaction With PCs Drops as Tablets Fall Out of Favor

TV and DVD Players Decline; Major Appliances Edge Up

ANN ARBOR, Mich., (September 22, 2015) – Customer satisfaction with personal computers is down for a third straight year, according to new data from the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI). The ACSI Household Appliance and Electronics Report 2015 includes desktops, laptops, and tablet computers, as well as household appliances and televisions and video players. PC customer satisfaction falls 1.3 percent to 77 on ACSI’s 100-point scale. Desktop computers have the highest score (81) and tablets (-6% to 75) have lost the edge over laptops (-1% to 75).

“Weaker customer satisfaction and slowing sales growth suggest that early enthusiasm for tablets has worn off,” says Claes Fornell, ACSI Chairman and founder. “As large-screen smartphones become more popular, they’ve made tablets somewhat redundant – caught in between the mobility of a smartphone and the power and functionality of a desktop.”

Apple continues its ACSI dominance in PCs with a score of 84, well ahead of the rest of the industry. High customer satisfaction across all of its product lines may be attracting new customers to its PCs. Apple’s lead is even larger for tablets.

“Though Apple no longer accounts for the majority of all tablets sold, the iPad continues to set the bar for the industry,” says David VanAmburg, ACSI Director. “Apple’s new tablet and its partnerships with IBM and Cisco may show that the company recognizes a shift in the tablet market toward business customers.”

Non-iPad tablets are well below Apple in customer satisfaction. New tablet ACSI entrants Amazon and Samsung debut with identical ACSI scores of 78. Dell is the only PC maker to improve, gaining three percent to 78 and a share of second place.

ASUS is also covered for the first time this year, coming in at the industry average (77). Meanwhile, smaller manufacturers deteriorate 7 percent to 76. Lenovo posts its first ACSI score of 74, followed by Toshiba (-3%) and Hewlett-Packard (-1%) at 73. At the bottom of the category, Acer drops 8% to 70.
ACSI 2015 INDUSTRY RESULTS FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Personal Computers 77 ▼ -1.3%*

% of All PC Respondents
- Tablet 28%
- Laptop 51%
- Desktop 21%

* % changes are year-over-year

TABLETS

% of All Tablet Respondents
- Apple iPad Owners 17%
- Non-iPad Tablet Owners

Customer Satisfaction for Tablets
- Apple iPad ▲
- ACSI Average 75
- Non-Apple Tablets ▼

Apple at 84 has held the top customer satisfaction position in PCs for over 10 years, and leads in all customer experience benchmarks for 2015.

CEX Benchmarks Leader: Apple
- Design
- Accessories
- Software/Apps
- Graphics & Sound Quality
- System Crashes
- Processor Speed
- Ease of Operation
- Features
- Website
- Call Center

PC INDUSTRY 4-YEAR ACSI TRENDS BY DEVICE
Major household appliances improve customer satisfaction by 1.3 percent to 81. General Electric gains the most, advancing 6 percent to tie new entrant LG for the lead at 82. Samsung, which is also included in the ACSI for the first time in this category, and Electrolux (+3%) follow close behind at 81. A 1-percent slip for Whirlpool is enough to take it from first place to second-to-last – marking the first time the company has ever scored below the industry average. Meanwhile, Bosch debuts at the bottom of the category at 79, as its premium pricing seems to put pressure on expectations.

Customer satisfaction with televisions and Blu-ray & DVD players falls 4.7 percent to an ACSI score of 82. A year ago, “smart” technology lifted customer satisfaction with TVs to a record high, but most consumers have already upgraded to flat panel televisions and, at this time, don’t show much appetite for further upgrades. With prices already very low and market saturation high, the demand for newer technologies is not strong.


Follow the ACSI on Twitter at @theACSI and Like us on Facebook.

*No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the data and information in this release without the express prior written consent of ACSI LLC.*

---

**About ACSI**

The [American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI)](https://www.theacsi.org) is a national economic indicator of customer evaluations of the quality of products and services available to household consumers in the United States. The ACSI uses data from interviews with roughly 70,000 customers annually as inputs to an econometric model for analyzing customer satisfaction with more than 300 companies in 43 industries and 10 economic sectors, including various services of federal and local government agencies.

ACSI results are released throughout the year, with all measures reported on a scale of 0 to 100. ACSI data have proven to be strongly related to a number of essential indicators of micro and macroeconomic performance. For example, firms with higher levels of customer satisfaction tend to have higher earnings and stock returns relative to competitors. Stock portfolios based on companies that show strong performance in ACSI deliver excess returns in up markets as well as down markets. At the macro level, customer satisfaction has been shown to be predictive of both consumer spending and GDP growth.

ACSI and its logo are Registered Marks of the University of Michigan, licensed worldwide exclusively to American Customer Satisfaction Index LLC with the right to sublicense.
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